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What should I already know?

You should already be comfortable using basic movements in isolation; including running,
jumping, throwing and catching.

You should have worked on developing balance, agility and co-ordination, and have begun to
apply these in a range of activities.

You should have worked in small teams in a variety of roles.

You should have used and kept basic rules for games activities.

What will I know by the end of the unit?

● I will be able to demonstrate running, jumping, throwing and catching in combination.

● I will be able to demonstrate running for speed with good posture, balance and stability.
● I will be able to demonstrate running and jumping for speed with good balance, posture

and control.
● Demonstrate control, balance and power when jumping for distance.
● Be able to throw with control, accuracy and power.
● I will be able to compare my performances with previous ones and articulate my

thoughts.

Vocabulary

Balance The ability to stay upright or stay in control of body movement,

Speed the ability to move quickly across the ground or move limbs rapidly to grab or throw

Co-ordination the ability to move two or more body parts under control, smoothly and efficiently

Posture The position of the body during static and dynamic situations.

Control Maintaining composure and flow throughout an action.
Power The ability to apply a maximal force in a short time e.g. Pushing off to

jump or accelerating to start a sprint race.
Accuracy Throwing successfully to a pre stated target.
Sprinting Technique used by athletes to run as fast as possible.
Hurdles A combination race that requires both sprinting and jumping.
Long Jump Athletics event that requires a 1 footed take off and a two footed landing.
Turbo Javelin An adapted plastic or foam javelin that can be thrown indoors.
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Eveque Award Scheme

As part of our topic, we follow the Eveque ‘Primary Sports hall’ Award Scheme. Below is a
brief outline of the Pentathlon events that pupils will compete in during their year 5 RJT unit.

Pentathlon Event Outline

Pentathlon Target Scores
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